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Dear Sample Miner, 

We are pleased to deliver your consolidated cryptocurrency tax report for calendar year 2022. 

According to your instructions, we have applied the First In, First Out (FIFO) tax strategy. 

Our records indicate that you are a first-time customer. We welcome the opportunity to assist 

with your crypto tax needs! We are happy to help with crypto-related inquiries at any time. 

If you wish to have additional tax reports generated in the future, our system will automatically 

interpret your past reports to understand which cost bases have already been reported. This 

guarantees that cost bases are never duplicated over multiple capital gain/loss transactions. 

Please feel free to contact us via email at tim@timbrown.me or hakim.patrick@gmail.com or 

via the Internet at ProBitcoinSolutions.com/contact if you ever have any questions or concerns. 

 

Executive Summary 

The value of your cryptocurrency transactions is denominated in United States dollars (USD). 

Short-Term Gain 7.73 USD 
Short-Term Loss 5,818.79 USD 
Long-Term Gain 21.44 USD 
Long-Term Loss 525.87 USD 
Total Gain/Loss -6,315.49 USD 

Income* 122,499.84 USD 
Deductions* 8.63 USD 

 

Furthermore, we’ve listed below which coin had the largest impact on each category. 

Total Gain Total Loss Income* Deductions* 
NEO BTC BTC BTC 

21.44 USD 5,817.12 USD 113,982.98 USD   8.62 USD 
 

* The totals for Income and Deductions only include information that is publicly available. You 

should compare these reports against your own records to ensure that everything is included. 
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Overview of Detailed Report 

Your detailed report is provided in XLSX format, a common spreadsheet format which can be 

viewed with software programs such as Microsoft Excel, Apple Numbers, and Google Sheets. 

The detailed report is split into three sections: 

1. Capital Gains and Losses 

2. Income 

3. Deductions 

The “Capital Gains and Losses” section is designed to be the most comprehensive. It contains 

every realized capital gain or loss that occurred during January 1, 2022 – December 31, 2022. 

The other sections list certain types of cryptocurrency transactions, such as staking rewards 

and transaction fees. However, these lists are not designed to be complete. You will probably 

want to add your own records to ensure that all of your income and deductions are included. 

 

Additional Information 

Certain columns in the detailed report may require some additional explanation: 

• Timestamp: The date and time at which a transaction occurred, in ISO 8601 format. 

• IRS Classification: Describes each capital transaction as “Short-Term” or “Long-Term”. 

o This classification is generally only relevant to taxpayers in the United States. 

• Exchange pair: Provides the ticker symbols for the pair of assets that were involved in 

the given transaction. Common pairs include “BTC-USD”, “ETH-USD”, “BTC-EUR”, etc. 

• Exchange rate: The daily spot rate for the given exchange pair at the given timestamp. 

Here are some additional details to keep in mind: 

• All dates and times are provided in universal time (UTC). 

• Exchange rates for cryptocurrencies and fiat currencies are marked daily at midnight. 

• If rounding is required, all decimal and floating-point values are rounded with the 

“round half to even” method, also known as “bankers’ rounding”. This is the standard 

rounding method for tax-related documents because it eliminates cumulative errors. 
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Included Coins 

This report includes 8 coins: ATOM, BTC, DASH, DIVI, GAS, LTC, NEO, TFUEL 

Is the number of coins less than you requested? This may occur when there is no tax-related 

activity for your coins during the requested date range. When this happens, we automatically 

remove the unused coins from your report so that you won’t be charged for requesting them. 

 

List of Provided Crypto Addresses 

For your records, here is the list of crypto addresses that you provided. If you’d like to add or 

remove addresses, you can contact us to purchase amended reports at a significant discount. 

 

ATOM 
cosmos1wlagucxdxvsmvj6330864x8q3vxz4x02x0cwu0 
 
BTC 
1AsghDJnwh7VokUonnfwgoAy6f2vRKHhHF 
 
DASH 
XqxLRCT9i8vrAwE75QDxiTYG2GXm99RGib 
 
DIVI 
DC46P1nkbmooLp1s1J78MPFe3kYjMxrCCd 
 
LTC 
ltc1q7l7kc6akytwvum2smsh56wjlhj8jatr5r5lacq 
 
NEO, GAS 
AZBmUT4cm7WA4fTguT8i8TcSTEb6g7KaQx 
 
TFUEL 
0x3e68e1dab1dbaa4fb682185d9b44a53d41c04ab3 


